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Abstract.13

BACKGROUND: Breast cancer has the second highest mortality rate of all cancers and occurs mainly in women.14

OBJECTIVE: To investigate the relationship between magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) radiomics features and histological15

grade of invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC) of the breast and to evaluate its diagnostic efficacy.16

METHODS: The two conventional MRI quantitative indicators, i.e. the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) and the initial17

enhancement rate, were collected from 112 patients with breast cancer. The breast cancer lesions were manually segmented in18

dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI (DCE-MRI) and ADC images, the differences in radiomics features between Grades I, II and19

III IDCs were compared and the diagnostic efficacy was evaluated.20

RESULTS: The ADC values (0.77 ± 0.22 vs 0.91 ± 0.22 vs 0.92 ± 0.20, F = 4.204, p < 0.01), as well as the B_sum_variance21

(188.51 ± 67.803 vs 265.37 ± 77.86 vs 263.74 ± 82.58, F = 6.040, p < 0.01), L_energy (0.03 ± 0.02 vs 0.13 ± 0.11 vs 0.1222

± 0.14, F = 7.118, p < 0.01) and L_sum_average (0.78 ± 0.32 vs 16.34 ± 4.23 vs 015.45 ± 3.74, F = 21.860, p < 0.001)23

values of patients with Grade III IDC were significantly lower than those of patients with Grades I and II IDC. The B_uniform24

(0.15 ± 0.12 vs 0.11 ± 0.04 vs 0.12 ± 0.03, F = 3.797, p < 0.01) and L_SRE (0.85 ± 0.07 vs 0.78 ± 0.03 vs 0.79 ± 0.32, F =25

3.024, p < 0.01) values of patients with Grade III IDC were significantly higher than those of patients with Grades I and II IDC.26

All differences were statistically significant (p < 0.05). The ADC radiomics signature model had a higher area-under-the-curve27

value in identifying different grades of IDC than the ADC value model and the DCE radiomics signature model (0.869 vs 0.71128

vs 0.682). The accuracy (0.812 vs 0.647 vs 0.710), specificity (0.731 vs 0.435 vs 0.342), positive predictive value (0.815 vs 0.66329

vs 0.669) and negative predictive value (0.753 vs 0.570 vs 0.718) of the ADC radiomics signature model were all significantly30

better than the ADC value model and the DCE radiomics signature model.31

CONCLUSION: ADC values and breast MRI radiomics signatures are significant in identifying the histological grades of IDC,32

with the ADC radiomics signatures having greater value.33
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1. Introduction35

Breast cancer has the second highest mortality rate of all cancers and occurs mainly in women. Its36

incidence and mortality rate are expected to increase significantly in the coming years [1]. The most37

common pathological type of breast cancer in clinical practice is invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC) [2].38

Studies have shown that IDC’s histological grade is associated with the patient’s 5-year survival rate,39

clinical outcome and prognosis. The likelihood of invasion and metastasis is higher in poorly differentiated40

(high histological grade) IDC. Identifying the histological grade of IDC can help in selecting the optimal41

treatment plan for patients and evaluating treatment effectiveness and prognosis [3]. However, routine42

imaging examinations are unlikely to accurately determine the histological grade of IDC.43

In recent years, there has been increasing use of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) technology by44

healthcare professionals to examine patients with IDC, including dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI (DCE-45

MRI) and diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) [4,5]. The ability of MRI to present breast images aids in46

confirming the progression of IDC, which is helpful in diagnosing the condition. However, the relationship47

between MRI features and IDC histological grade remains unclear [6,7]. The initial enhancement rate48

(IER) is a common quantitative parameter used in DCE-MRI, while the apparent diffusion coefficient49

(ADC) value is a common quantitative parameter used in DWI. Breast MRI images contain numerous50

features that cannot be observed by the naked eye. These imaging texture features may have a relationship51

with the microscopic structure and biological characteristics of tumour tissues. Radiomics refers to the52

high-throughput extraction and analysis of a large number of advanced and quantitative imaging features53

from medical images such as MRI [8].54

This study aims to investigate the relationship between radiomics features based on breast MRI and the55

histological grade of IDC, with a view to providing more valuable references for preoperative prediction56

of the histological grade of patients with breast cancer.57

2. Data and methods58

2.1. Participants59

A retrospective analysis was conducted on the medical records of 112 patients with breast cancer60

who were hospitalised for treatment from January 2020 to January 2023. The inclusion criteria were as61

follows: (1) patients who had a single mass in the breast that was confirmed to be IDC by the pathological62

classification of the resected tissue sent for examination, and (2) patients who underwent DCE-MRI and63

DWI scans and MRI images were obtained. The exclusion criteria were as follows: (1) patients who had a64

history of radiotherapy or chemotherapy before MRI examination upon admission, (2) patients with a65

history of biopsy or surgical resection and (3) patients with a history of local or systemic treatment. This66

study was approved by the ethics committee of the hospital.67

2.2. Data collection68

The breast MRI images of all patients were collected, and values of the breast MRI quantitative69

parameters ADC and IER were measured. The region of interest (ROI) was independently delineated70

for all tumour regions in ADC and DCE images. The MATLAB 2012b software package (MathWorks,71

Natick City, USA) was adopted to extract features from the tumour regions within the ROI in both the72

ADC and DCE images. The lesion tissue resected from patients after surgery was used as pathological73

specimens for histological grading. The relationship between the radiomics features of breast MRI and74

the pathological grade of IDC was compared.75
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2.2.1. Magnetic resonance image acquisition76

Scanning was performed using a Siemens 1.5T MRI imaging device (Siemens AG, Munich, Germany).77

Examination position: The patient was prone on the examination bed with the head entering the scanner78

first. The upper arms were extended forward to allow the breasts to naturally hang inside the breast coil.79

Scanning area: The scanning area included both breasts and the axillary region.80

Parameters for plain scanning: Row axial fast spin echo (FSE) T1-weighted (repetition time [TR]81

600 ms, time to echo [TE] 13 ms, field of view [FOV] 340 mm × 340 mm), axial T2-weighted (T2W)82

trim sequence (TR 4,000 ms, TE 61 ms, FOV 340 mm × 340 mm) and FSE fat-suppressed T2W in the83

sagittal plane of the affected side (TR 3,500 ms, TE 61 ms, FOV 180 mm × 180 mm, slice thickness84

5 mm, interslice spacing 0.5 mm). The DWI was acquired using the spin echo-echo planar imaging85

sequence, with a b-value of 0 and 1,000 s/mm2.86

Parameters for DCE scanning: A high-pressure injector was used to inject gadodiamide (GE HealthCare)87

at a flow rate of 2.5 ml/s through the elbow vein at a dose of 0.2 ml/kg body weight, followed by an88

equal amount of normal saline at the same rate. A T1-Flash-3D sequence was performed without a slice89

gap (TR 4.67 ms, TE 1.66 ms, slice thickness 1.2 mm, FOV 340 mm × 340 mm). Seven subsequent90

continuous scans were performed with a duration of 1 min each.91

2.2.2. Image analysis and parameter extraction92

2.2.2.1 Measurement of quantitative parameters of breast magnetic resonance imaging93

The ADC and IER values were measured in a Siemens 1.5 T superconducting magnetic resonance94

system. First, DWI images with b = 0 s/mm2 and 1,000 s/mm2 were input into the workstation and95

ADC maps were generated by calculating the ADC maps, avoiding the cystic and necrotic areas of the96

tumour that were visible to the naked eye and outlining the ROI. The ADC values obtained from the97

measurements made by the two physicians who were examining the tumour were recorded as ADC198

and ADC2, and the average of the two measurements was taken to be the ADC value of the cancer foci.99

After inputting the DCE image into the workstation, avoiding the cystic and necrotic areas of the tumour100

visible to the naked eye and sketching the ROI in the most obvious part of the tumour enhancement, the101

IER values measured by the two physicians on the DCE image were recorded as IER1 and IER2, and the102

average of the two measurements was recorded as the IER value of the cancerous foci. The formula for103

calculating the IER was as follows:104

IER = (SI post [3 min] − SI baseline)/SI baseline × 100% [9]105

where SI baseline and SI post (3 min) represent the signal enhancement before contrast injection and the106

peak signal intensity within 3 min after contrast injection, respectively.107

2.2.2.2 Manual segmentation of breast tumours108

Tumour segmentation was performed manually by using Image J software (National Institutes of109

Health, Bethesda, USA) to outline ROIs independently for all tumour regions in the ADC and DCE maps110

without the need to avoid cystic degeneration and necrotic areas. The DCE map was selected from the111

enhanced scan 3 min after the contrast injection. See Fig. 1.112

2.2.2.3 Extraction of invasive ductal carcinoma radiomics features and dimensionality reduction113

The feature extraction of the tumour region within the ROIs of the ADC and DCE maps was performed114

using MATLAB software (https://cn.mathworks.com/) [10]. The extracted image features of the lesion115

region included four categories: morphological features, first-order statistical features, texture features and116

filtering features. When the features were extracted, they were pre-processed by (1) replacing the missing117
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Fig. 1. Segmentation results of a single breast mass on the left side of a breast cancer patient in ADC and DCE images. Note: a:
ADC image; b: DCE image. The yellow-lined area represents the ROI.

Fig. 2. The variable resolution path diagram for the LASSO regression. a is the ADC group and b is the DCE group. Each line
represents a variable, and the numbers at the top of Fig. b are the number of remaining non-zero coefficient variables; the dotted
lines represent the best image histological features filtered at this compression strength.

values in the data by using the median and (2) normalising the extracted features using Z-scores (defined118

as [x − u]/σ, where x is the eigenvalue, µ is the mean of the eigenvalues for all samples and σ is the119

corresponding standard deviation). Imaging histology feature selection was performed by (1) assessing120
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the consistency of the imaging histology features extracted from the ROIs sketched by the two breast MRI121

diagnosticians using the interclass correlation coefficient (ICC) and selecting those features with an ICC122

greater than 0.75 for the subsequent analyses [11,12]; (2) removing redundant features using Spearman123

correlation analysis (with a coefficient ρ = 0.9) to remove redundant features; (3) choosing to use the least124

absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) algorithm to compress the high-dimensional variables125

and selecting the best features with non-zero coefficients by the optimal λ value. The predictive efficacy126

of the model was optimised and ten-fold cross-validation was used in the process to avoid overfitting, as127

shown in Fig. 2. Using the above methods, the image histological features extracted from the ADC and128

DCE maps were downscaled and filtered, and the resulting optimal image histological features were used129

for the construction of the model.130

2.2.2.4 Modelling of imaging histology131

After screening the best features by the above methods, single and multifactor logistic regression was132

applied to the algorithm for image histology model construction. Three models were constructed: ADC133

value, ADC image labels and DCE image labels.134

2.3. Pathological examination135

The postoperative resected tissues of all patients were collected as pathological specimens, and136

the histological grades were evaluated based on three aspects: the degree of glandular formation, the137

pleomorphism of cell nuclei and the mitotic count [11]. Each of the three parameters was scored between138

1–3, and after adding up the scores, IDC was classified into three grades: well-differentiated (Grade I) for139

3–5 points, moderately-differentiated (Grade II) for 6–7 points and poorly-differentiated (Grade III) for140

8–9 points.141

2.4. Statistical analysis142

R software version 3.3.1 was used for data analysis. The measurement data were presented as mean143

± standard deviation. One-way analysis of variance was adopted to compare radiomics features among144

different histological grades of breast IDC. Multiclass receiver operating characteristic curves were used145

to evaluate the predictive performance of the constructed radiomics signatures for breast IDC histological146

grading. The area-under-the-curve (AUC) value, accuracy, specificity, sensitivity, negative predictive147

value and positive predictive value of the ADC radiomics signature model and DCE radiomics signature148

model were calculated. The measurements were defined as follows: sensitivity = true positive cases/(true149

positive + false negative) cases; specificity = true negative cases/(true negative + false positive) cases;150

positive predictive value = true positive cases/(true positive + false positive) cases; negative predictive151

value = true negative cases/(true negative + false negative) cases; accuracy = (true positive + true152

negative) cases/total cases. A p-value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.153

3. Results154

3.1. General characteristics155

In accordance with the inclusion and exclusion criteria, a total of 112 patients with breast cancer156

were enrolled, aged 19–79 years, with a mean age of (48.90 ± 13.45) years. The lesion diameter ranged157

from 1.20 to 12.24 cm, with a mean diameter of (3.29 ± 0.97) cm. The lesion area ranged from 0.69 to158
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Table 1
Comparison of MRI related parameters and radiomics signatures of IDC patients of different grades

Parameter Grade I
(n = 24)

Grade II
(n = 46)

Grade III
(n = 42) F value P value

ADC (× 103 mm2/s) 0.91 ± 0.22 0.92 ± 0.20 0.77 ± 0.22 4.204 0.004
IER (%) 170.78 ± 45.21 171.15 ± 48.87 160.75 ± 19.53 1.556 0.562
B_uniform 0.11 ± 0.04 0.12 ± 0.03 0.15 ± 0.12 3.797 0.008
B_sum_variance 265.37 ± 77.86 263.74 ± 82.58 188.51 ± 67.803 6.040 0.001
B_GLN 52.46 ± 41.23 54.36 ± 39.63 60.50 ± 72.71 2.771 0.723
L_energy 0.13 ± 0.11 0.12 ± 0.14 0.03 ± 0.02 7.118 0.002
L_SRE 0.78 ± 0.03 0.79 ± 0.32 0.85 ± 0.07 3.024 0.001
R_RP 0.84 ± 0.35 0.83 ± 0.78 0.80 ± 0.28 1.647 0.603
R_homogeneity2 0.38 ± 0.13 0.39 ± 0.25 0.47 ± 0.94 1.799 0.560
R_IDN 0.89 ± 0.21 0.90 ± 0.13 0.89 ± 0.51 2.793 0.085
D_energy (× 109) 0.43 ± 0.62 0.35 ± 0.63 1.24 ± 0.56 1.579 0.147
L_sum_average 16.34 ± 4.23 15.45 ± 3.74 0.78 ± 0.32 21.860 0.000

Note: ADC: apparent diffusion coefficient; IER: initial enhancement rate.

84.67 cm2, with a mean of (5.12 ± 0.98) cm2. The histological grading was as follows: 24 cases (21.4%)159

in Grade I, 46 cases (41.1%) in Grade II and 42 cases (37.5%) in Grade III.160

3.2. Imaging histological characterisation and construction of models161

Analysis of the consistency of the histological features extracted from the ROIs sketched by the two162

physicians confirmed that the consistency between the two was good. After analysing the ICC values >163

0.75 and using Spearman correlation analysis, the ADC and DCE groups retained 687 and 617 image164

histological features, respectively. The LASSO algorithm (Fig. 2) was then used to compress the above165

features. Next, two features in ADC and DCE groups with maximum correlation and minimum redundant166

non-zero coefficients with the histological grading of IDC breast cancer were selected, respectively.167

Finally, 5 image histology labels were selected from 917 image features of the ADC map – B_uniform,168

B_sum_variance, B_GLN, D_energy, L_sum_average – and 5 image histology labels were selected169

from 1407 image features of the DCE map – L_energy, L_SRE, R_RP, R_homomography, R_HOMO,170

R_homogeneity2 and R_IDN.171

3.3. Comparison of magnetic-resonance-imaging-related parameters and radiomics signatures172

The ADC value of breast cancer lesions, B_sum_variance, L_energy and L_sum_average values of173

patients with Grade III IDC were all significantly lower than those of patients with Grades I and II IDC,174

whereas the B_uniform and L_SRE values were both significantly higher than those of patients with175

Grade I IDC, with all differences being statistically significant (p < 0.05). See Table 1.176

3.4. Diagnostic efficacy of magnetic-resonance-imaging-related parameters and radiomics signatures on177

histological grades of patients with invasive ductal carcinoma178

Logistic regression analysis was performed on the radiomics signatures that showed differences in179

Section 2.2. According to the results, the ADC radiomics signature model had the highest AUC value180

(0.869), indicating its ability to identify different levels of IDC. Moreover, this model had the highest181

accuracy (0.812), specificity (0.731), positive predictive value (0.815) and negative predictive value182

(0.753). The DCE radiomics signature model had the highest sensitivity (0.912) but the lowest specificity183
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Table 2
Diagnostic efficacy of MRI related parameters and radiomics signatures on histological grades of IDC patients

Indicator AUC (95% CI) Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity
Positive

predictive
value

Negative
predictive

value
ADC value 0.711 (0.572∼0.829) 0.647 0.779 0.435 0.663 0.570
Radiomics signatures in ADC image 0.869 (0.769∼0.913) 0.812 0.823 0.731 0.815 0.753
Radiomics signatures in DCE image 0.682 (0.559∼0.825) 0.710 0.912 0.342 0.669 0.718

Note: ADC: apparent diffusion coefficient; DCE: dynamic enhanced.

Fig. 3. ROC curve of ADC value and radiomics signature model for identifying IDC of different grades in breast cancer patients.

(0.342). The ADC value model had a relatively low specificity (0.435), suggesting that the DCE radiomics184

signature model and the ADC value model had lower values in identifying different levels of IDC than185

that of the ADC radiomics signature model. See Table 2 and Fig. 3.186

4. Discussion187

The clinical diagnosis and treatment of malignant breast lesions is challenging due to the different188

biological behaviours of different regions of the same breast lump and the uncertain and difficult-to-detect189

pathogenic factors. Previous studies [6] have shown that MRI does not cause ionising radiation damage to190

patients and has a high sensitivity for detecting subtle pathological changes in the breast. The histological191

grades of malignant breast lesions play a crucial role in selecting appropriate treatment methods and192

making accurate prognoses for patients. However, the detection process for this parameter is complicated193

and susceptible to significant interobserver variability. Studies [12] have indicated that histological grade194

is related to not only the prognosis of patients with breast cancer but also the involvement of their lymph195

nodes. Patients with higher histological grades usually have poor prognoses, and their lymph nodes are196

more prone to be involved.197
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The DCE-MRI technique provides information about the blood vessels of the lesion, as well as high-198

resolution morphological information and enhancement features of breast lesions after injection of the199

contrast agent. The IER semi-quantitative parameter is commonly used in DCE-MRI, reflecting the200

peak enhancement rate during the first 3 min after injection of the contrast agent. Previous research has201

suggested that higher IER values indicate faster tumour growth and stronger invasiveness [13]. However,202

this study found that IER values had no specific value in identifying breast cancer histological grades,203

which was consistent with the findings of Wu et al. [8]. Diffusion-weighted imaging is a promising204

complement to routine DCE-MRI. The ADC value reflects the Brownian motion of water molecules in205

tissue [14]; high-grade breast cancer has a faster growth rate and a higher cell density than low-grade206

cancers, so the ADC value may be lower. This study found that the ADC value of high-grade breast207

cancer was significantly lower than that of low-grade breast cancer and had a negative correlation with208

histological grade [15]. Patients with Grade III breast cancer had significantly lower ADC values than209

those with Grade I or II. Park et al. [16] found that there was no statistically significant difference in210

ADC values between Grade I, II and III breast cancer, but the ADC value of Grade III breast cancer211

was significantly higher than that of Grades I and II, suggesting that the ADC value may be an effective212

parameter for identifying Grade III breast cancer.213

The ADC image was manually segmented in this study, which helped to clarify the tumour boundary,214

reduced the interference of the penetration effect and minimised the differences between observers [17].215

However, manual segmentation has some drawbacks, and different individuals may draw different216

boundaries for the same tumour. Machine learning algorithms that demonstrate a stand-alone application217

in mammographic screening workflows achieve or even exceed human reader detection performance218

and improve efficiency, have good application value in disease prediction and can provide a reference219

basis for disease diagnosis [18,19]. Kim et al. [20] achieved good research results by using software220

to automatically identify the tumour area and implement automatic segmentation. In future studies,221

the authors will attempt to use software to automatically identify the tumour area for segmentation and222

introduce artificial intelligence [21,22]. Furthermore, for the DCE-MRI image, the information acquisition223

time point in this study was 3 min after contrast agent injection, when the contrast between the normal224

breast tissue and diseased tumour tissue was most prominent. This could help the interpreting physician225

identify the tumour boundary and accurately segment the tumour [23].226

In this study, two radiomics signature models were established based on ADC and DCE images, and227

several radiomics features related to tumour heterogeneity were included among many of them. For228

patients with Grade III IDC, the ADC value of the tumour lesion as well as the B_sum_variance, L_energy229

and L_sum_average values were all significantly lower than those of patients with Grades I and II IDC.230

The B_uniform and L_SRE values were both significantly higher than those of patients with Grades I and231

II IDC. In addition, the specificity, accuracy, positive predictive value and negative predictive value of232

radiomics features in the ADC image were all better than those in the DCE image and ADC values. These233

findings suggest that ADC images may contain radiomics features that cannot be directly observed with234

the naked eye and that these features can help clinicians identify the histological grade of breast cancer.235

However, there are some limitations to this study: (1) for non-mass breast cancer lesions, physicians236

have difficulty accurately determining the tumour boundary when manually segmenting scattered and237

diffuse masses. Therefore, patients with non-mass breast cancer should be excluded when selecting study238

participants; (2) two-dimensional segmentation was performed, which may have resulted in the loss of239

some morphological information about the tumour; and (3) the study focused on a single-centred case240

and had a small sample size.241
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5. Conclusion242

In summary, ADC values and breast MRI radiomics signatures can facilitate the identification of IDC243

of different grades, and radiomics signatures in the ADC image have good diagnostic efficiency. With244

further research, the radiomics of breast MRI are expected to provide more valuable information for245

identifying the histological grades of tumours in patients with breast cancer.246
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